The Anteater '81
Berlin Festival
To Begin With Film Screenings

Film by nine contemporary women filmmakers will be in Pori Theatre, Pacific Cultural Center, 24th and Main. Monday, November 3. The screening is sponsored by the women's film section and the department of film and television at the University of California, Irvine.

SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

ASUCI FALL FILM SERIES

ADMISSION
UCI STUDENTS $1.50
GENERAL ADMISSION $2.00

NOT ENROLLED IN CLASSES BECAUSE YOUR ENROLLMENT IN CLASSES PETITION WAS NOT RECEIVED IN THE REGISTRARS OFFICE BY THE DEADLINE (5:00 P.M., MAR. 14, 1980).

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

What Price - Hostages?
Ramsey Clark
Wednesday, October 29
8 p.m.
Science Lecture Hall

In defiance of a U.S. government travel ban to Iran, a 15-member delegation headed by former Attorney General Ramsey Clark attended an Iranian-sponsored conference on U.S. "intervention in Iran" last June. What prompted the former cabinet officer to deliberately disregard a presidential order and risk up to 15 years in prison and $50,000 in fines? And what about future hostage situations—is this only the beginning?
The Anteater '81

commemorating
the
fifteenth anniversary
of the
University of California, Irvine
Retrospect
As we lift our eyes from this place across the valley to the magnificent hills beyond, we are reminded of our responsibility to build here not merely an institution to prepare our youth for the traditional learned professions and career interests, but one which shall provide them opportunity to seek deeper insight into human experience and shall lead them to know the vast body of knowledge and heritage of beauty in all forms upon which our society rests.

Dedication address — Chancellor Aldrich
June 20, 1964
What Students Love Most

Studying
Campus Park

A Natural Getaway
Gateway Plaza
Dorm Life

Around Campus
Art Faires

Sports
SPORTS AT UCI MEANS VARIETY

Basketball

Baseball
Track

Racquetball
Water Polo

Sailing

Organizations


Middle Earth Legislative Council


Chi Psi

Community Concern
Anniversary Celebration

Turkey Trot
The Shadow Box

CAST

Joe
Maggie
Steve
Brian
Mark
Beverly
Agnes
Felicity
Interviewer
Director

Jeffrey Van Zanten
Michele DeMotte
Mike Harvey
Dean Weichel
John Cardone
Maria Spassoff
Charisse Marie Kennard
Andra Weddington
Claude File
Theresa Larkin

Brian
Our dreams are beautiful,
our fate is sad.
But day by day it's
generally pretty funny.
A STAR IS BORN
University Center
First Annual Homecoming Celebration

An intense, sell-out crowd at Crawford Hall supports the Anteaters, including basketball superstar Kevin Magee at right (number 44). Above right, Daqny Johnson and Arceli Ibes are crowned as Homecoming King and Queen. Above left, the Backlot is filled to capacity for the post-game dance.

Graduates
Alex Haley, author of the best-selling Roots, attended the grand opening of UCI's first university-operated bookstore.
June 30, 1964 — President Lyndon B. Johnson speaks at the dedication ceremony for a new campus at Irvine. To his left is a youthful Chancellor Davis.
Times have changed in the years following this 1965 pajama party held at Cuesta in Mesa Court.
A strolling mime in Campus Park is a fascinating spectacle to two youngsters undoubtedly wondering what the man with the curious make-up job is up to.
May 26, 1966 — The entire student body pitched in to decorate the library on the occasion of the inauguration of UCI's first Chancellor, Daniel G. Aldrich, Jr.
A popular new amusement for students is the selection of pinball and video games on hand in the Side Pocket of the University Center.
Varsity Anteaters, Bob Nealy (left) and Pat Glasgow are honored by the American Coaches Association in 1965 as All-American water poloists.
The Sound Connection enables students to maintain their reputations as "studious" while concentrating on their favorite tunes.
The typical student must combine activities to create enough hours in the day for work and pleasure; this woman gets some reading in while at the Bluegrass Festival.
A warm mid-June afternoon in Campus Park has to be the perfect setting for graduation ceremonies.

This especially beautiful photograph was taken at Commencement in 1975.
After having had an enormous influence in shaping the quality of one's experiences at UCI, Chancellor Dan continues to be an inspiration to students, faculty and staff.
Students, faculty, and alumni from the Program in Social Ecology gather for an informal wine and cheese reception.
Relaxing in the Park — This couple manages to picnic without sinking into inches of mud. Who says no one enters Campus Park for fear of disappearing under the slush?
UCI's very first stage production, "Little Mary Sunshine," established a tradition of fine quality theatre performances that continues to the present day.
One of the advantages of the University Center is the Backlot Restaurant which features live entertainment and good food.
What we'd all been waiting for — Chancellor Dan gets a hand from Rob Stratton in cutting the ribbon symbolizing the grand opening of phase one of the University Center.
In the contrived academic environment of a campus, the innocence of childhood is not often seen. When one catches such a moment, it holds special meaning as a reminder of the past.
This student is probably trying to eat a Saga Food Service sandwich, and she's having a hard time swallowing it.
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B.S. Engineering
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A Warm Collection of Memories
And I would turn the pages back
But time will not allow
The way these days just rip along
Too fast to last, too vast, too strong
— Jackson Browne
the end
ASUCI FALL FILM SERIES

SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

ADMISSION
UCI STUDENTS $1.50
GENERAL ADMISSION $2.00

What Price - Hostages?
Ramsey Clark
Wednesday, October 29
8 p.m.
Science Lecture Hall

In defiance of a U.S. government travel ban to Iran, a 10-member delegation headed by former Attorney General Ramsey Clark attended an Iranian-sponsored conference in U.S. "intervention in Iran" last June. What prompted the former cabinet officer to deliberately disregard a presidential order and risk up to 10 years in prison and $100,000 in fines? And what about future hostage situations—is this only the beginning?

Ramsey Clark
The Steinem on Steinem

Wednesday, October 8
7 p.m.
Science Hall

Woven into her social issues, Gloria Steinem's Women's Studies lectures reveal the current political and social tensions and contradictions of modern America. In her 1972's ground-breaking book
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